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THE BURMA CAMPAIGNS have been no sideshow. T hey have been an integral a nd a
vital part of t he over-all Allied strategy in
the war against Japan.

The first objectives of the Combined Chiefs
of St aff in t his theater were (1) to cra ck
t he J a p's la nd bastion defen ding his "coprosperity sphere " in South East Asia, (2)

to reopen communications to China from
India, and ( 3) to crush the .T apanese armies
in Burma.
The_ir long t erm objective was the tighten-

ing-towar<ls an ultimately throttling grip
-of the offensive ring round Japan and her
ill-gotten Empire: a ring· whose steel spikes
were Nimitz, MacArthur and Mountbatten.

1.

THE

COUNTRY

to realize about Burma is its geography and its climate.
Burma is as large as Germany: from Ledo to Rangoon is 720 airline miles,
from Akyab to Lashio, 360. The 14th Army's front during the campaigns of 194345 was 700 miles long- the longest front in World War II after the Russian.
The mountains (Burma is two-thirds mountain) run north and south. So do
the great rivers. Such roads as there are follow the valleys. Each valley is isolated
from the next one. The hill country is covered with jungle. so thick that it looks
from above like a bed of parsley. A reconnaissance plane can fly 500 feet above an
army corps without seeing a single man. To hack your way through the bamboo, you
have to relieve your machete squads every four minutes, and you are lucky sometimes if .vou make two miles a day.
The monsoon, a wind of cyclonic character which blows for five months, will
toss a big transport plane around like a leaf or rip it to pieces in the air. The monsoon also brings the rain from the Bay of Bengal, and the mountains precipitate it.
In the Assam-Burma mountains and the ranges of the western seaboard the rainfall
runs between 150 and 250 inches a year (New York State has forty-one inches: England thirty inches). Men were never dry, day or night, for months on end. Roads
which yesterday carried tanks and guns will tomorrow be either thirty feet under
water or simply washed off the side of the hill. And if you leave a road alone for

THE FIRST THING

How the Burmese jungles look to an R.A.F.
pilot dropping incendiary bombs on Japanese
stores hidden beneath
the trees.

two weeks the jungle will have moved back
and obliterated it.
The damp and the heat bring malaria,
sprue, dengue, dysentery and jaundice.
During the first six months of 1944 there
were 237,000 hospitalized disease and
fever cases in the 14th Army alone
(eighty-fiv e per cent of its combat
strength). If you try to march in a mosquito net it is ripped to pieces by the
undergrowth; if you cover yourself with
anti-mosquito cream, you are ready to
burst after 100 yards, for it clogs the
sweat pores. So you eat anti-fever atabrin
tablets, which turn you yellow, and salt
tablets to put back what you lose from
sweat, and you trust the medics to get
you back to duty from the malaria in three
to four weeks. (They do it, too, which is
one of the war's miracles.)
Meanwhile, you are bitten by leechesthey go in an inch deep and the only thing·
that gets them out is to apply a lighted
cigarette. You are bitten by bugs and ticks
and ripped by thorns. You suffer from
"naga sores," great poisonous holes which
spread like wildfire all over you. And you
march, with or without your mules, up
gradients of forty-five degrees in temperatures ranging up to 105 degrees and a
humidity of ninety-five per cent. At night
in the jungle the darkness is so intense
that you can't see the end of your rifle;
and during the monsoon the driving clouds
and mist make the day almost as obscure.
This is the country the B1'itish and their
Allies have been fighting in, back and
forth, for nearly four years. Thousands of
British soldiers, because of the long dista nce from home and shipping stringency,
had to stick it out in Burma for years
without seeing their families. Their only
respite-a few days ' furlough in India . .

2.

3.

THE STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE
OF BURMA

EXPERIMENT AND

IN THE STRATEGY of Tokyo, Burma was three things at the same time: a shield, a
wedge and a springboard.
1. Burma interposes itself between Malaya and Sfam on the southeast, and India
on the northwest; also between China and India. It is not a corridor but a barrier.
Burma was the last of Japan's land conquests, and a necessary one. It provided
(aside from its natural resources of rice, oil, timber, etc.) a shield to guard their
easier, richer conquests in South East Asia-Siam, Indo-China, Malaya, the Netherlands Indies.
2. The occupation of North Burma put the Jap kcross the Burma Road, gave
him a w edg e splitting the supply route to China, cutdng off China by land from her
Allies. This wedge isolated China, psychologically as well as physically, from all but
air contact with outside support.
3. Finally, Burma was a springboard: the starti1ig point for Japan's conquest
of India. The Jap strategy in 1941-42 was to overrun India and to link up with the
Germans in Persia. Rommel, it will be recalled, was to capture Alexandria and Suez,
and von Paulus was to capture Stalingrad and the cJucasus: and both of them, it
may be less easily recalled, came within an ace of doirtg just those very things. The
Japs may later have despaired of the Axis link-tip. But they did not despair of
conquering India, and their '1944 offensive was stated to have that as its objective.
It is useful to think soberly of the results of thait Japanese ·conquest of India
which seemed such a very practical possibility in early 1942. It would have meant
no great air-route over the Hump to China (i.e. China absolutely cut off from her
Allies) ; no great friendly power-base for the land, air, sea campaigns against Japan
1
from the west; no gas or spares for General Chennault; Jap control of the eighth
greatest industrial country in the world; not only Jap submarines but Jap warships
in the Persian Gulf, off Arabia, off Madagascar; the Indian Ocean a Japanese lake.
The potential consquences must have been a nightmare to the Combined Chiefs of
Staff in Washington, D. C.
Burma, therefore, was of quite crucial importancb to the grand strategy of the
Imperial High Command in Tokyo. The Japs manned it with their best troops and
plenty of them. Their aspirations for attack from Burrha and their determination in
defending it have made that wet, obscure country the lohgest land battlefront to date
in this or any other war against Japan.
4
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PREPARATION

THE 1944 AND 1945 CAMPAIGNS could not have developed as they did in B~rma
without the experience and training of 1942 and 1943. The Jap had overrun South
East Asia by surprise, by superior numbers in the air and on the ground, by his
jungle-wise infantry, by the tactics of infiltration, the road block and then capture
or annihilation.
During the lean years, when the Allies were fully extended against the more
dangerous enemy in Europe, those who had taken what General Stilwell bluntly called
"a hell of a beating" were not content merely to· defend India-the great powerbase for any future offensives-on the line stabilized by General Alexander at the
end of his hard-fought and masterfully conducted retreat of 1942.
The British fliers of the Royal Air Force, and the Indian fliers of the Indian Air
Force, pressed an unflagging bombing offensive against key points in the Japanese
supply and communications system in Burma. They repeatedly attacked Rangoon and
Mandalay; they destroyed some two-thirds of the river steamers in Japanese handsa major means of transport in Burma; and they shot up nearly half the locomotives.
Meanwhile the ground forces were learning, by rigorous training and imaginative tactical experiment, not only to outfight the Jap at his own game but to outthink him in a game which he has never been able to learn. To what Wingate called
"the obstinate but unimaginative courage of the Jap soldier," to the effective but limited Jap tactics, and to the appalling difficulties -of the terrain, Wingate · and his colleagues found a revolutionary answer; and they found it in the air.
The technique of substituting air supply for ground lines of communication was
evolved in three stages. First, the mere supplying by plane of munitions, rations,
medical supplies, etc. to raiding columns which marched on foot. Then, the maintenance in positions far beyond the enemy's lines of troops which had been flown in
and could be maintained indefinitely. Finally, the combination of the two, when
whole divisions were flown in (and could, if need be, be flown out), and were maintained by air not only when acting as obstructive units of limited mobility deep in
enemy-held territory, but even during the course of full-dress fighting advances,
when guns, tanks, mules, and other bulky equipment would be delivered to the marching columns with the precision of a quartermaster issuing stores across his counter.
The Wingate conception of air supply defeated two formidable enemies - the
Jap and the jungle.
5

4.

WING AT E'S

R A I D E R ·S

THE YEAR 1943 saw the first experimental stage
of the air supply technique put to trial. On the
same principle that inspired the Commando
raids . on German-held Europe from 1940 to
1943-the principle of constantly harassing the
enemy while building up strength for the decisive assault- Field Marshal Wavell set a comparatively unknown officer the task of organizing and training a force to act on Sherman's
classic proposition: "The enemy's rear is there
to ploy hell with."
Wingate had made himself a name among
professional soldiers for his brilliant guerrilla
work in Abyssinia: but the daring "reconnaissance in force" carried out hy Wingate's Raiders in Burma caught the imagination of the
whole world. His "Chindits," named for a
fabulous Burmese animal, were mainly troops
from the British Isles, but they included Gurkhas- those magnificent soldiers from the independent State of Nepal- and men of the Burma
Rifles. Their marauding columns kept 10,000
square miles of the enemy's l'e.al' areas in a
col1stant. state of confusion, terror and disrnpted communications for the best part of
six months.
When they returned, after frightful privations and heavy casualties, Wingate's Raiders
had done much more than inflict a serious military blow to the Jap strategy. They had proved
that the ordina1·y Tommy from the back streets
of London or Glasgow could beat the Jap at
jungle tactics. They had raised the spirit of all
the Allied troops in Burma. And they had
served notice on the enemy that the period of
defensive build-up was over.
. .
Wingate's Raiders put the writing of doom
on the wall for the Japs in Burma.
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AT THE QUEBEC CONFERENCE in September,
1943, the Combined Chiefs of Staff dotted
the i's and crossed the t's of the writing· on
SOUTH EAST
the wall. The formatidn of a new Allied
Command was announced, to include BurAS I A
ma, the Indian Ocean, Malaya and all the
approaches to the Netherlands Indies. This
new South East Asia Command was
headed by two formidable characters: as
Supreme Commander came Admiral Mountbatten,. chief of the Commandos and expert i:o amphibious warfare, and as his Deputy, Lieut. General Joseph W. Stilwell, U. S. Army- "Vinegar Joe" to the newspapers but "Uncle Joe" to his men-one of the most experienced fie ld commanders in
the East.
. S.E.A.C. had its own fleet, based on Ceylon, and its own air forces, strategic, tactical and transport. The former, under Admiral Somerville, R.N., and later under
Ad~iral Po"'.er, R.N., included ships of the French, Dutch, Burma and Royal Indian
Navies; but 1t was predominantly British. The latter, under a succession of commanders- Peirse, Baldwin, Park- has been throughout about half Bl'itish and half
Americ~n: the. U.S.A ..A.F. predominating in strategic bombing and transport, the
R.A.~. m tacti~al urnts, but both working under that closely integrated AngloAmerican combmed command, right down the line, of which the classic pattern had
been set by General Eisenhower in North Africa and western Euvope.
S.E.A.C., in fact, looked all set for a series of amphibious operations down the
Burma coast to Rangoon and onwards. But such operations depend on landing craft
(hundreds and thousands of them) : and the
landing craft which had been earmarked
for Admiral Mountbatten at Quebec were
all diverted by the exigencies of world strategy - first to Anzio, then to Normandy and it was not till 1945 that these vital components began to be delivered to S.E.A.C.
in any numbers.
The land campaign of 1944-45, therefore,
was fought to a very different pattern from
that envisaged at Quebec. It was a longer,
more difficult and bloodier campaign. But
i'f it demanded, it also got, from the commanders, a masterpiece of military strateg·y
on the grand scale, a ·series of tactical maneuvers of great brilliance; from the men,
fighting quality, endurance and initiative
unsurpassed on any other battlefield.
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